Modern approaches to learning and memory have shown conclusively that memory can be fractionated in complex ways and that this fractionation reflects the operation of “multiple memory systems” (McDonald and White 1993; Bechara et al. 1995). Of course, if there are multiple memory systems operating in parallel, then they must interact. On the face of it, one might expect that such interactions would facilitate more efficient memory and behavior. Indeed, this appears to be true in many cases; for example, the amygdala appears to act to enhance the encoding of hippocampal-dependent memory, an effect that explains the emotional modulation of the strength of episodic encoding of hippocampal-dependent memory, an effect that ex-

But is this always true? Might not there be a price to be paid for all this flexibility and parallel processing? In fact, there are reports of competitive interference between memory systems. For example, rats with fornix lesions disconnecting hippocampus from limbic regions learn to discriminate between two odor cues more quickly than controls, provided the task is configured to minimize comparisons between cues (Eichenbaum et al. 1988). Similarly, fornix lesions facilitate learning of a striatal-dependent win-stay radial maze task (Packard et al. 1989), and post-training inactivation of the hippocampus facilitates learning of a response-based water maze task (Schroeder et al. 2002). These findings, among others, have been interpreted as evidence of competition or interference between hippocampal and striatal memory systems. This notion of competition between memory systems makes perfect sense in these settings in which hippocampal-based strategies for learning a task may conflict with striatal-based strategies.

A new report by Stone and colleagues in this issue (Stone et al. 2005) offers another example of apparent competition between hippocampal and other memory systems, in this case in a setting in which there is no obvious reason for competition between the memory systems involved. Yet, as we argue below, these results may, in fact, shed light on one of the essential characteristics of the hippocampal contribution to memory.

These researchers examined the involvement of dorsal hippocampus in the acquisition of a conditioned taste aversion, a form of learning thought to depend on simple associative learning mechanisms, operating in areas such as amygdala and gustatory cortex. These researchers exposed rats to two different taste solutions—one new and one that the rats had experienced previously. After each exposure, the rats were made ill by injection of lithium chloride. After several of these taste-illness pairings, control rats consumed less of both flavored solutions, indicating a memory for the taste-illness associations. However, controls also drank more of the familiar than the novel solution. This difference, referred to as latent inhibition, shows that the rats are unable to form episodic memories. For example, in a recent article published in Nature, rats were taught to remember a series of odors that had been presented sequentially to them (Fortin et al. 2004). Eichenbaum and colleagues have shown, this model also has predictive power in explaining deficits across a variety of other hippocampal-dependent tasks. The model even suggests that hippocampal processing may allow rats to remember learning “episodes” by linking information with the time and context in which that information was learned. For example, in a recent article published in Nature, rats were taught to remember a series of odors that had been presented sequentially to them (Fortin et al. 2004). Eichenbaum and colleagues have shown, this model also has predictive power in explaining deficits across a variety of other hippocampal-dependent tasks. This model even suggests that hippocampal processing may allow rats to remember learning “episodes” by linking information with the time and context in which that information was learned. For example, in a recent article published in Nature, rats were taught to remember a series of odors that had been presented sequentially to them (Fortin et al. 2004).

The answer can perhaps be understood from new conceptualizations of the role of the hippocampus in memory. Far from serving as the “memory” organ of the brain, the role played by hippocampus now appears to be far more specialized. Specifically, it has been proposed that hippocampus is critical for linking together bits of information so that they can be recalled, recalled, and applied flexibly and independently of the way they were originally learned (Eichenbaum 2000). This model has obvious power in explaining the spatial learning deficits that are found after hippocampal lesions; however, as Eichenbaum and colleagues have shown, this model also has predictive power in explaining deficits across a variety of other hippocampal-dependent tasks. The model even suggests that hippocampal processing may allow rats to remember learning “episodes” by linking information with the time and context in which that information was learned. For example, in a recent article published in Nature, rats were taught to remember a series of odors that had been presented sequentially to them (Fortin et al. 2004). Eichenbaum and colleagues used a signal detection analysis of the rats’ recognition performance to demonstrate that hippocampal lesions impaired precisely the part of their recognition performance that depended on recollection of specific learning episodes. These results suggest, in accord with the model, that hippocampal-lesioned rats are unable to tag new learning events with information concerning time and context. In other words, they are unable to form episodic memories.

Here this model can be used to explain the results in the experiment by Stone and colleagues. For example, an inability to separate learning by episodes—to allow recall of the specific context in which learning occurred—might enhance the expression of taste aversion learning during subsequent testing, because the rats would in effect overgeneralize their aversion and drink less solution when compared to control rats that had learned normally. Similarly, rats that failed to encode their experience with the familiar tastants during pre-exposure as a distinct episode might exhibit enhanced inhibition of learning during subsequent conditioning, because they would, in essence, be unable to distinguish the new conditioning sessions from the old pre-exposure sessions. These rats would thus drink more of the familiar tastants than controls in the final test session.

In each case, output from hippocampus would normally interfere with rapid and efficient new learning because it would contribute to the segregation of learning experiences into dis-
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Stone and colleagues found that inactivation of dorsal hippocampus, via muscimol injections, actually enhanced both types of learning. In other words, turning off hippocampus during the acquisition of the taste aversion caused the rats to show a greater aversion to the novel tastant during subsequent testing, while inactivation during pre-exposure to the familiar tastant caused the rats to show greater latent inhibition (less aversion) during subsequent testing. Although there is no obvious competition between hippocampal-based and amygdala-based strategies in this task, these effects show that processing in hippocampus somehow hinders efficient learning in this setting ... but how?

The answer can perhaps be understood from new conceptualizations of the role of the hippocampus in memory. Far from serving as the “memory” organ of the brain, the role played by hippocampus now appears to be far more specialized. Specifically, it has been proposed that hippocampus is critical for linking together bits of information so that they can be recalled, recalled, and applied flexibly and independently of the way they were originally learned (Eichenbaum 2000). This model has obvious power in explaining the spatial learning deficits that are found after hippocampal lesions; however, as Eichenbaum and colleagues have shown, this model also has predictive power in explaining deficits across a variety of other hippocampal-dependent tasks. The model even suggests that hippocampal processing may allow rats to remember learning “episodes” by linking information with the time and context in which that information was learned. For example, in a recent article published in Nature, rats were taught to remember a series of odors that had been presented sequentially to them (Fortin et al. 2004). Eichenbaum and colleagues used a signal detection analysis of the rats’ recognition performance to demonstrate that hippocampal lesions impaired precisely the part of their recognition performance that depended on recollection of specific learning episodes. These results suggest, in accord with the model, that hippocampal-lesioned rats are unable to tag new learning events with information concerning time and context. In other words, they are unable to form episodic memories.

Here this model can be used to explain the results in the experiment by Stone and colleagues. For example, an inability to separate learning by episodes—to allow recall of the specific context in which learning occurred—might enhance the expression of taste aversion learning during subsequent testing, because the rats would in effect overgeneralize their aversion and drink less solution when compared to control rats that had learned normally. Similarly, rats that failed to encode their experience with the familiar tastants during pre-exposure as a distinct episode might exhibit enhanced inhibition of learning during subsequent conditioning, because they would, in essence, be unable to distinguish the new conditioning sessions from the old pre-exposure sessions. These rats would thus drink more of the familiar tastants than controls in the final test session.

In each case, output from hippocampus would normally interfere with rapid and efficient new learning because it would contribute to the segregation of learning experiences into dis-
tinct—and potentially different—episodes. This result thus provides striking new data showing that a relational account of hippocampal processing—one that incorporates time as a variable with which to create episodes—has predictive validity in describing hippocampal function.
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